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So sorry not to visit with
you today . . . have been serving on the. jury at Hickman
this week. And sometimes dear
friends, I'm going to tell you
about my experiences while
serving on same.
All of my life I have wanted to serve on that august
body. Finally it came this week
....• member of the petit
jury . . . and while I have covered many, many court sessions
I had no idea what it meant
to be one of "twelve men (and
women) tried and true."
Brother, I was tried and tied
when I left tbere . . . because
the kind of case presented before us on Tuesday was not
one of my favorite listener
pastimes. I'll tell you all about
it someday, but not now.
Bye, ul, next week, I hope.

PLAY PARTYGAME
MAKES LADY HAPPY
WMI $.54 JACKPOT
WFUL's Interesting
Afternoon Game Is
Profitable And Fun
Mrs. Newt Stephens of Route
5, Fulton is $54 richer today...
and what is more she had fun
and relaxation to boot while
getting rich!
Mrs. Stephens is the winner
of Radio Station WFUL's Play
had
Jack-pot 'which
Party
reached the $54 total by adding two dollars each day.
Play Party is broadcast each
afternoon on /iiTFUL from twothirty until three-thirty p m.
Its a fascinating little game
played over the air, with
music, news and stories thrown
in while the game is being
played. Each day a winner is
given two dollars, and if there
Is no winner the two dollars
adds up each day. That's how
it came to $54.
Mrs. Stephens baa. been playing the game ever— since it
started on WFTTL arid although
she says this is her first time
. she doesn't mind
to win
not winning because the game
is so much fun to play
Play party forms may be
picked up at the stores of the
WFUL
merchants
sponsoring
calculates that nearly 5000 persons are actually participating
in the game each afternoon.

SWIFT SPENT MORE
THAN A MILLION
HERE DURING 1956
Thacker Points To
Ready Market For
Raw Materials Here
Th, role of Swift As Company's dairy and , poultry plant
as a business citizen af the
Fulton area is emphasized by
the fact that its local expenditures for 1956 were $1,154,92300. A. B. Thacker, manager.
said today.
This figure includes payrolls,
purchases of butterfat, milk,
eggs, and other raw materials,
transportation, supplies, maintenance, local taxes and other
expenses.
As part of the vital food
industry, production of dairy
and poultry products should
show good growth in the years
ahead, the Swift manager said.
He pointed out that dairy
and poultry products have kept
pace with consumer demands
for improved quality and miniamount of preparation
mum
time in homes. He mentioned
stuffed turkeys and packaged,
browned, fried chicken ag examples of this trend.
Thacker predicted that the
years ahead will bring still
more progress in the dairy and
poultry industry, in every step
from farm to table. There likely will be more frozen and precooked foods manufactured in
the future, he added.
"Research continues to point
the way to lower production
costs, better quality, new uses
for products and innovations in
and
packaging
preparation,
marketing," Thacker said. "All
of this points to increased consumer demand, which in turn
means a ready market for raw
materials in the Fulton area."

Health Office Maps
Vigorous Mosquito
Campaign In Fulton
up campaign will be conducted in and around Fulton. All
potential
rubbish, cans and
musquitoslareeding places will
be eliminated.
provide
will
airplane
An
methodical and reguglar DDT
spraying of the area around
Fulton and Water Valley beginning with the mosquito season.
Special "fogging" machinery
.- ,:mplete and rewill provide :
gular spraying of every block
in the city to kill mosquitoes
during the season.
Encephalitis, which is popularly known as "sleeping sickness," is a virus disease that
produces headache, high fever,
a stiff neck and back, and
more severe
drowsiness. In
cases the patient may go into
a stupor or a coma. Death occurs in about one out of 10
cases.
There are several types of
encephalitis infections. In the
United States the most comIC Employee Was
monly occurring are easternwestern equine encphalomyetiFormer Owner of
tis and St. Louis encephalitis.
Cafe, Jewelry Store
In Kentucky. St. Louis encetype
Word was received in Fulton phalitis is usually the
Wednesday of the untimely
(Continued on Page Eight)
death of Joe Horner, Ai former
nilton citizen and biMiessman
Mr. Homer died Tuesday afterat 4:15 p. m at the
noon
Holden Hospital in Carbondale.
Illinois.
His body is at the Ryan Funeral Home in Mounds, Illinois
funeral services and
where
burial will be conducted at two
The only twg, Illinois Central
p. m. on Thursday.
passenger trains operated beMr. Homer, an .employee of tween Louisville and
Fulton
the Illinois Central Railroad at will be discontinued after Frione time operated Homer'a day. according to information
Jewelry Store and the Zippy received by the Louisville Post
Cafe In Fulton.
Office.

Almost down to the last citizen, all of Fulton and South Fulton has been closely following what reports we could get from Washington all week regarding Fulton's chances for
selection as site for the new federal penitentory. Seldom has the greater community so
genuinely united in pursuing a goal ... a true
indication that the project is earnestly sought
for this community, and that such personnel
as operate the institution will be welcomed as
citizens, friends, neighbors.
We understand that the Federal Prison
Committee may be in this area, as this paper
is circulated. Along with our thanks to them
for being considered, we wish to express our
sincere wishes to aid them in any possible way
to bring this institution to Fulton or its area.
That merely echoes the sentiments of the
whole Fulton area.

disease
Encephatitis, dread
that has caused several deaths
around Fulton during the past
year, will be the target of a
campaign here this
thorough
Spring, area health department
officials announced this week.
Fulton - is going to get the
full treatment, in hopes that
such preventive measures will
eliminate any more cases here,
and the full co-operation of
the citizenry will be necessary
to make the campaign effective, health officials told the
News Wednesday.
Here, in brief, is the plan of
action:
In March, an intensive clean-

JOE HORNER DIES
ON WEDNESDAY AT
CARBONDALE, la

SPAGHETTI SUPPER
The South Fulton P. T. A.
will sponsor a spagetti supper
on Thursday night, Jarn.iary 31
at the school cafeteria. The
supper will consist of spagetti,
slaw, homemade pies, milk or
coffee. Serving will begin at
5:30. The price wil be 75 cents
for adults and 50 cents for all
school children.
Go To Church Sunday

Fulton-Louisville Train
Service Ends This Week

MRS. BUD DAVIS
DIES WEDNESDAY
AT JONES HOPITAL
arrangements were
Funeral
incomplete at press time Wednesday for Mrs. A. M (Bud)
Davis, who died early Wednesday afternoon at the Jones
Hospital Mrs Davis had been
in failing health for several

years.

-

M. Davis was the daughter
af Mrs. W. 0. Shankle and the
late Mr. Shankle. who served
as mayor of Fulton for several
years. Before her health failwas a loyal
ed, Mrs. Davis
Methodist
the
of
member
in
participated
and
Church
many of its Activities.
Mrs. Davis, a lovely and
popular young Fulton matron
v,•as born and reared in Fulton
and
attended Fulton schools.
She leaves, besides her mother
and her husband, two children
Dana and Murrell and other
relatives, which the News was
unable to learn at press time.
The staff of the Fulton News
joins many other Fultonians in
offering sympathy to the family in their sad hour of bereavement.
Go To Church Sunday

Highway postal service has
been arranged to replace the
mail service furnished on the
trains.
Information that the trains
were to be cut off was received Friday in a telephone
message from the office of the
I. C. Manager of mail baggage,
and express in Chicago.
Joe Perkins, district transportation manager in the Louisville Post Office said that the
new Highway Post Office Service will duplicate as nearly as
possible the service now furnished by the trains.
"Some of the present connections are lost, but some new
ones are established," he said.
The present service on the
Louisville-Madisonville - Paducah star route is being retained and expanded Perkins added. So is the Paducah-Fulton
star route. They will handle
bulky mail and supplement the
Highway Post. Office Service.
The trains to be dropped are
Nos 103 and 104, which operate daily between Louisville
and Fulton. At Fulton they
connect with I. C.'s main line
New
and
Chl-ego
between
Orleans.
The Post Office was informed that the last train
to Fulton will leave Louisville
at 9:55 p. m. Friday. The last
train will
Fulton-to-Louisville
arrive in Louisville at 7:30 a.

Saturday.
The railroad hac contended
since 1964 that the two trains
were losing money. In January
the Kentucky Raigtiad
Commission defiled a request by
the railroad to discontinue the
trains. The company then filed
notice of its intention not to
be bound by the order, and
the State asked Franklin Circuit Court to compel the railroad to comply. That court ruled in favor of the railroad. The
decision was appealed and the
matter now is pending before
the Court of Appeals.
m

May Primaries To
See Big Turn-out
For County Offices

Greenlee Receives Big
Load Of Flowers
—By Mistake
Around
$$2,000
worth
of
flowers
were
delivered
to
Greenlea
cemetery
Monday
evening, and even though delivery was a mistake, they almost stayed there.
A Chicago-bound trailer
truck, laden with the cut flowers, from Florida, failed to
make a left-hand turn at the
top of cemetery hill and drove
straight ahead thru tbe intersection, thus going into Greenlee. The further he went, the
worse his predicament became.
Finally driving to end of the
lot, he came to the small turnaround, was unable to make
the circle, and became--Stuck.
The combined services of
were required
four wreckers
before he could be returned to
the highway.
•
BEWARE !
The News received rs ports
Monday that a group of magazine salesmen were canvassing
country homes in this area,
slating that they were selling
subscriptions for Fulton High
School. School officials denied
with such a
any connection
crew.

Listen to WFUL for latest news!

With Kentucky's Democratic primaries now stpeped
up to May early indications are that every county officeholder now serving will seek re-election. This excludes
Sheriff John Rose, who according to law cannot succeed
himself. Early political talk has it however, that candidates for the office will be as high as ten.
This year too, the citizens of Ffilton and Hickman will
elect mayors and councilmen.
First county official to file
his intentions to run for reelection is Judge Homer Roberts who mad' his formal announcement last week. Mrs.
Ruth Johnson reported to the
News this week that she has
filed her intention to seek reelection as circuit court clerk
for a full six-year term and
Dee McNeil has filed as a
candidate for County Judge to
oppose Judge Roberts. Neither
candidate however has made
formal announcements in the

DOES THIS
HAPPEN HERE!
Another
complaint
of
a
"speed trap" being operated on
U. S. Highway 41 has been received by the State Attorney
General.
Charles L. Courim of Chicago, Illinois, complained to
the attorney general that "the
speed trap in Crofton, KentucIcy is the worst I have ever
seen or heard about."
"Call me a crank, if you
Courim's letter continued, "but things like this are
supposed to happen only in
not in our Democracy."
his
Couxim -*eluded with
letter a receipt for a fine of
19 dollars 50 cents signed by
Crofton Police Judge W. E.
Kershaw. The receipt indicated
the fine was for speeding 50
miles per hour in a 35-milesper-hour zone.
The attorney general informed Courim his office was powerless to interfere with the acts
of a police judge and suggested
the only remedy for a motorist
it "to employ local legal counsel and resist the charges."

Lissia,

CANDIDATES MUST
TAKE FEB- 5 EXAM

BELATED BUT SURE: WFUL Station Manager Jo
Westpheling hands Charlie Scates a cougle of greenbacks in payment for an election bet made during the
November election. Jo wagered with Charlie that the
Democrats would carry Kentucky . . . (how wrong can
an editor be. Republicans carried Kentucky by a larger
vote than Jo likes to print.)

Examinations of prospective
candidates for county tax commissioner will be given in each
Kentucky congressional district
Feb. 5.
Revenue Commissioner J. K
Luckett said under Kentucky
law no tax-commissioner candidate's name may be placed
upon the ballot until he has
been examined and qualified
by the Department of Revenue.
Persons passing the exams are
given certificates of eligibility.
In sedition to holding the
certificate, a candidate must be
at least 24 years of age at
election time and must have
been a Kentucky resident at
least two years and a resident
of the county and district in
which he is running for at
least a year, Luckett said.

Patricia Latane Is Back...Read Her And Write Her
She's back again at her old
stand writing for the Fulton
she needs
.
County News
she's Patno introduction
ricia Latane.
We told just a few people
be
that Miss La-tans would
back in the News this week
and already the mail bag is
getting full. Miss Latane invites you to wirte her your
problems in care of the News.
She does not counsel by mail
or in person. She answers your
mail only through the columns
of the News . . . and here she
is . . . the one and only Patricia Latarie.

Dear Readers:
I'm proud to be back in Fulton, also able to answer the
unanswered
Use protectivg caster cups letters which I left answer at
Will
under the legs of heavy pieces and which I
I hope to be hearof furniture to avoid damage this tine.my
many friends and
from
ing
rugs.

to

YOU BET WE WANT IT

wouldn't want to marry him. All my friends
you
hope that I will be able to married
help you with your problems. someone going with your hus- tell me not to marry him as
I have never met him, only
band.
Pat
seen his picture. They have got
me so confused I don't know
Dear Pat:
Dear Miss Latane:
what to do. Can you advise
My daughter and her hus- me?
I'm a young girl and have
and
trouble
having
are
band
school.
after
working
been
B. R.
with them as I
ThEre has been a boy coming I'm living
R.
B.
Dear
myself.
into the place where I work don't want to live by
and- I've been talking to him, I have a home; should I go
I don't approve of lonely
and have let him carry me to it, or do you think I would heart clubs, so I don't think
home several times. But I have do more good staying here.
I would be the one to ask for
A. C.
learned that he is married. Do
advice as I would say "No."
to
you think I should continue
But let me give you a few
C.
A.
Dear
see him or not.
points to think over before you
J. H.
There was never a house big make your decision: First, I
enough for two women, and if don t like the idea of %hopping
Dear J. H.
you have a home and able to out of your home town: secNo, stop seeing oim. He could care for yourself go home at ond, I like to see what rm getting as all pictures don't look
never mean anything to you once.
like the item; third, he could
He can't carry your to the
have sent you someone else's
shows and places you would Dear Miss Latane
know
I joined a lonely hearts club pictures; fourth, you
like to go for fear his wife
would walk in, and remember and have been writing to a nothing what so ever about
the Golden Rule if you were man who has now asked me this man except what he has

told you and of course he isn't
going to tell you the bad, only
the good, features; fifth, you
do not know if this man is a
ex-convict, maybe someone who
is wanted by the police etc.
There is a whole lot for you
to think about. When I read
your letter I couldn't help recalling and instance Vat happened quite sometime back. I
do not recall just what state
it was in but the man and his
wife wereboth given the electric chair because he had been
a member of the Lonely Heart
club and had gone to this little town and married a widow
woman and after he married
her and got everything in his
name he killed her he and his
wife. So I suggest you think
about these things and pick a
husband in your own town
someone you know something
about

•

newspapers or over the radio.
Mrs. Kathryn Kelly Lannom,
county court clerk advised the
News on Wednesday that she
hae, filed her intention to seek
re-election to that office.
Even at this early date the
air is full of rumors about
prospective candidates for the
various county offices. While
prospective candidates are probably sending up "balloons"
as a test of their strength, it is
obvious that there will be at
least three Eandidates for circuit court clerk, perhaps three
for county judge, at this writing at least six for sheriff, two
for circuit court judge, two for
jailer, two or three in each
of
the magisterial
districts
whose terms face 1re-election
this year.
Mentioned as possible candidates for sheriff are Red Garrison a member of the Fulton
City police, Irby Hammond, E.
D. Alexander, J. Turney Davie
and others. Mr. Davie is a
former sheriff and the others
have been former, unsuccessful
candidates for the office.
Mentioned as a prospective
candidate in the political rumor
mill is the name of W. H.
(Bill) Harrison, a prominent
farmer in this county.
Mr. Harrison had been mentioned as a prospective candidate for county judge, but it
is believed that ha has removed himself from the political
scene as a candidate.
John B. Stayton, who was a
candidate for circuit clerk to
fill the unexpired term of the
late Justin Atteberry is prominently identified in the political talk at this early date.
Mr. Stayton, something of a
new-corner to musty polities
made a remarkable showing in
his race against Mrs. 1..l
- inson,
losing by 240 votes While Mr.
Stayton did not say definitely
whether or not he will run
for office this year, it is believed that he will again be
a candidate for circuit court
clerk.
While county politics usually
get a head start on the campaign trail, the opposite is true
in the pity races. County races
are usually well on their way
before any murmurs are heard
from the city elections.
This year the first magisteral
district will elect a constable
but it is believed that the office will have few takers since
a new state law reduces the
fees to 50 cents per service.
Reduction of the fees may
have the effect of either eliminating the alleged "speed
trap" racket or accelerating the
often-referred to nuisance. If
the latter is true, many citizens
are prepared to secure statements from candidates for circuit court clerk, the county attorney, and
the magistrate,
that such practices will be instituted to make alleged "speed
traps" impossible. All of the
above-mentioned public officials participate in fees and commissions, on arrests handled by
the constable.
Also coming up for re-election in the May primaries is
the office of State representative now held by Jack Johnson of Clinton. It has been a
long standing agreement that
the office would alternate between the counties of Fulton
and Hickman, since the elected
official represents the two areas in the General Assembly.
While no candidate has been
mentioned from Fulton County
that Fulton
it is believed
County will offer a candidate
for the office.
Into the local county poliinjected the
tical picture is
rumor that thee State Administration will offer its "slate" of
candidates for important county offices. A reliable source
told the News that recently a
political pow-wow of Chandler
(Continued

on Page Eight)

•

Fulton Should Get On The Air Map Let's Plan To Get It There In '57
Whether or not Fulton is selected as the site for the new Federal
penitentary, the 'aggressive campaign to land it here has unearthed one major facility that Fulton
lacks and should plan to provide:
air transportation facilities.
We probably have given little
thought to such in the past, what
with our railroads and highways.
But highways are congested and
railroads run on tracks . . . and
air service goes anywhere that the
railroad doesn't. In a long artiele
on the subject of business flying
last October, the Wall Street
Journal pointed out that more and
more small companies depend on
air to save time, boost sales, increase profits.
The neighboring Tom Stewart
airport at Union'City plans to begin air passenger service next
month, and Fulton will thus be
served by a line linking Tennessee
cities. That's all well and good if
you're going to Nashville or
Knoxville (take a TRAIN to
MEMPHIS.) but if you're going
to Bowling Green or Cincinnati
or Kansas City it won't htlp
much.
We discussed the proposition
with an air-minded businessman
Saturday who pointed out that
lack of consistent use of air service in smaller cities all over the
nation was causing lots of financial difficulties with airlines
trying to maintain such service.
He came up with what sounds like
a very practical suggestion for
Fulton: an air strip that could be
used by private planes and charter service.

It was pointed out that there
are several charter services available to us, the closest being Gill_
Dove airways at Martin, and this
gentleman has used their service.
It would work like this. If you
have to get to, say Tulsa, Oklahoma in a big hurry, pick up the
phone and call an air charter service, meet your plane at the Fulton airstrip at the specified time
and fly non-stop to Tulsa. A
group of up to five Fulton businessmen could charter a plane
from Fulton and fly anywhere in
the Nation for approximately the
same cost as scheduled airlines
. with no transferring, no waiting at terminals.
As the Wall Street Jour • 11
article pointed out, more in
more corporations also use their
own private air transportation to
get around on- company business.
Fulton would prove quite un.
attractive as a factory site for
such a corporation in our present
state.
It is our information that a
good sod landing drip about 200
feet wide and 8/4 of a mile long
would meet requirements; also
that the CAA has ready money
to assist the project. We suggest
that this project will bear full
investigation by our Chamber of
Commerce this year.
It might be better, of course, to
use the facilities of the Tom
Stewart airport and make the 10mile drive; most metropolitan
residents drive even further to
their own airports. But one way
or the other, we need to be identified on the air map.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Jesus Meets All OFOur Needs
life. What ever the human need,
(By Walter C. Davis, D. D.)
Jesus was able to meet it. He
With all our modern psychology
could say, "Take up thy bed and
we have not plumbed the depth
walk." He could say, "Thy sins
of Jesus' teaching on the relation
be forgiven thee."
of sickness and sin. Time after
It would be good to know the
time in healing the sick He said, background, the past experiences
"Thy sins be forgiven thee." Yet
of this paralytic, whether he was
He taught that sickness was lot
born that way or whether he had
necessarily caused by sin. Of the
known better days. In saying "thy
man born blind He said, "It was
sins be forgiven thee" there is
not that this man sinned, or his
implied a life of activity, compliparents." (John 9:2).
cated with -wrong doing and
wrong living. Jesus has the
We do wrong in thinking that
remedy for that sort of life if
sent'
every accident or sickness is
we
are penitent and do His will
Our
upon us as a punishment.
vindica
We know more about Matthew.
Heavenly Father is not
there
Yet
His trouble was not physical, but
tive character like that.
mind
and
moral. His was the need of the
is a connection. A heart
may
hatred
heart. He was an active polior
sick
poisoned by fear
sickness.
and business man, combinin
tician
bring down the body
ill
v,
sin
en
two for profit. As he
the
ing
unforgiv
The weight of
heart
manner of life as a
his
physical
weighed
the
over-burden
is
he kept excusing
then,
gatherer
tax
extreme,
within us. One
sickness
"business is bus.
saying
our
all
himself,
to say God sends
of guilt cpThe
sense
the
nt.
Yet
punishme
mess."
upon us as
his soul he
in
Deep
say
be
to
him.
would
pressed
other extreme
better wav
a
that
for
all,
longed
at
n
have
must
connectio
no
there is
d in
intereste
sickness.
became
he
so
own
and
our
all
we cause
He
Galilee.
of
teacher
new
this
Jesus did not spend His life in
n,
invititio
the
at
jump
to
seemed
Jerusalem's suburban sections
T1
Christ.
follow
to
all
g
forsakin
where refinement, culture, and
his new joy he threw open his
ease predominated. It was spent
home to Jesus and to his own
mostly among the poor and needy
He wanted them to know
friends.
—among the forgotten people. He
Christ.
the
met life head-on where the
Jesus made Matthew great,
stresses and strains were greatmade him one of the decisive conest. He met people whose bodies
tributors to the welfare of the
were twisted and maimed, whose
human race. He can do that for
souls were troubled with the unany man, tax-gatherer or paralysolved mysteries and strains of
tic.
Jesus dined with sinners; let
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
rejoice. They were the ones who
us
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Him. Are we not all sinneeded
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ners? Can you think of any one
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who does not need Jesus? No less
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authorit
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STRICTLY BUSINESS

"Bei pantos.

NEXT GENERATION
couple of teen-age girls got into a real battle over a letter
Following in the journalistic
from Elvis Presley, and one of footsteps of her father is Nancy
them wound up in the local Waterfield, daughter of Lt.
hospital with a head injury
Mrs. Harry Lee
Gov. and
Waterfield. The lieutenant govThe Post Office Department, ernor is owner of the home
it is understood, is considering town newspaper at Clinton
a five cent first-class mail rate the Hickman County, Gazette
while abolishing air mail. Mail -- and Nancy is editor-in-chief
'aid be sent by air or rail. of The Panther, published by
,,chever service would be the journalism class of Frankfaster. This proposal is expect- fort High School.
ed to have a lot of appeal in
Congress. Combining first-class
cost of stamps is too high
and airmail into one category the
us to continue giving them
would bring at—iut a consider- for
raising our prices . . .
without
the
to
revenue
in
boost
able
behind a firm givtheory
The
Department.
ing stamps is that the coats
can come out of the advertisReasons tor ake.edoning trad- ing expense. We believed this
ing stamps set forth in page until
we tried it. Now we
ad by furniture chain, III a know the theory is a complete
page ad published in a recent fallacy in the furniture ',wiliissue of the Shreveport Times, ness."
"Hernenway's", a home furnishannounced
ing - organization,
that it would no longer give
How Christian
trading stamps on pierchases
Science Heals
in its stores in Louisiana and
THROUGH
HEALING
"A
been
had
company
The
Texas.
PRAYER"
giving stamps since July 5, SCIENTIFIC
1956. Following are excerpts WFUL (1210 Ks.) Sunday 9:13
from the ad: "We have found
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FROM THE FILES:—

TURNING BACK THE CLOCKI
1111111=1111r,

January U. 1937
The regular meeting of the
Commerce was
Chamber of
night at the
held Monday
First Methodist Church, with
Ernest Fall. president. presiding. Mr Fall gave a report on
the progress being made on the
Henry I Siegel Factory being
started her e Louis Kasnow,
treasurer, made a brief financial report. A committee, composed of Paul Hornbeak, Vi5die
Hardin and Ira Little was named to select 18 candidates from
which nine will be elected to
form a board of directors at
the Februaa7 meeting.

are planning to send delegates
to Farm and Home Week in
Lexington, Kentucky, January
26 through January 29. Delegates will go on a chartered
bus with other delegates from
Graves. McCracken and Bal.
lard Counties.
Clubs that are sending delegates and the chosen delegates
are as follows- Palestine, Mrs.
Richard Mobley: Jordon, Mrs
Will Soiwee; Lodgeston, Mr J.
B. Inman; Clinton, Mrs. E. J.
Mrs.
club.
Bennett. Corley
Lizzie Moore; Enon, Mrs. Myrtle Polsgrove: Montogmery and
Shiloh

Steve Wiley, local attorney,
was chosen as p representative
of the Fulton County Bar Association, at a meeting of lawyers held at the courthouse in
afternoon.
Monday
Hickman
Mr. Wiley will particiapte in
meetings, to be held prior to
the opening of the state bar
assoeiation, which eon'.ens in
Louisville, March 24th.

Miss Elaine Vaughan, daughter of Mrs. D V Vaughan and
Gerald Parham, son of Mrs,
Tom Parham, left Wednesday
Tenn_
Gallatin.
for
night
where they will participate in
an amateur program, having
won same in Fulton Each entry will be given a screen test
while there Mrs Edward Pewee accomplished tap dancer
will also enter this earliest

The architect and engineer
for the new $75,000 Warner
• theatre was in Fulton early
this week going over plans and
specifications. Actual work on
the building will begin shortly.
It is stated that when finished it will be one of the finest
little theatres in the United
States.
Mrs. Homer Wilson is visiting relatives in St Louis.
-- The Fulton-Dukedom road is
getting a new surface of gravel
work having started last Saturday. This road was badly in
need of repairs and when the
highway department finishes its
work the road will be in much
better condition.
Clubs
Homemakers
Eight
from Fulton-Hickman Counties

Ali

SAV
PA

Felton,

•
r—
a

she has an

Miss Bessie Lee Armbruster
spent the week end with her
relatives, Mr and Mn. Annie
Brown and family in Crutchfield.
Mrs. Kellie Lowe opened her
new Rose Hat Shop on Walnut
morning at
Street Thursday
8:00 o'clock. The new hat shop
and
is artistically arranged
new fashions fh millinery will
be shown in season.
Efforts are being made in
this vicinity b. improve the
quality of milk, and dairies
are being inspected by the
health department and graded
accordingly. Grade A is the
highest standard and Mrs. C.
L Drysdale is mighty proud
that she has been able to reach
that standard.

207

clothes dryer
Towels so soft and fluffy mutt
have been dried electrically Colors
stay brighter, too! All your clothes
look better and wear longer when

Kentucky

Windage If

they're treated gently in an electric clothes dryer Buy one now!
See )our dealer today

fly P. 111.
There's no doubt about it.
Fulton has joined hands 100%
in seeking to get the federal
prison after it was learned last
week that we stood high on
the list. A committee of five
flew into Washington Friday
night, in the wake of around
500 telegrams from local businessmen to committee memleaders.
political
and
bers
Daily reports from the committee over the weekend disclosed
that they were wasting no time
in their efforts, and the whole
hands in
community joined
wishing them well, even though
a lot of work had already been
done prior to their going.
A neighboring paper, quoting one of the inspecting officials last6 week, pointed out
that probably about 35 of the
150 federal employees would
be provided staff housing by
will
the government, which
mean creation of a sizeable
little housing project some-

entrance,
the
near
where
wherever the prison is located
Same official, asked about
"undesirable" characters possibly moving in to community,
stated that "in a security-type
prison the number of visitors
is limited" and to his knowledge that he knew of no visitor to a prison that had evf.r
caused a community any embarrassment.
And while we're on the subject of the prison officials'
visit: both were arrested and
hailed into court lam week on
their way thru Mayfield on a
,it
charge of speeding . .
seems that they were trying to
cover too much ground on
their inspection trip in too little
time. Kind of an awkward reception, we'll admit , . . bet
Where to
then one wonders
draw the line!
In

Clinton

last

Week
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Jesus looms more and more as the Great Physician. We all have memories that shame and humble
us. He frees us from the chains of former sins, puts
a new heart within us and a new song upon our lips,
and we are made well again.
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NEW SOFT RED VARIETY OF WINTER
WHEAT WILL BE KNOWN AS "TODD"

AREA FARMERS NOT USING ENOUGH UMEg
LACK TOP EFFICIENCY, WRITER FINDS
(By William Owens)
The liming of farmland in
this country dates back to
early colonial days. The use of
lime reached its peak in 1947
were
tons
30,283,000
when
used py farmers. Currently, about • 20 million tons are being
used annually as compared to
a need of 80 million tons per
year This decline in the use
of lime from 1947 to 1954 by
farmers is a problem of grave
concern to farin leaders and

We have complete stocks d

DAYTON V-BELTS
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRA
PHONE 201

FULTON

Accurato
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Fleece ot AU Kinds Rawrately Repaired at Lew Ong
by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

DEWEY JOHNSON
AD types et immense*

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
NDevertag everytkine
110 fast Walnut St
Plisse NMI

Felten, Ky.
AMID.

FOR THE

BEST
IN GOOD

USED .
FURNITURE
SEE

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 CHURCH ST
PHONE 35

Agriculturalthe eighth generation of a bulk
The Kentucky
Experiment Station this week hybrid seed lot supplied by
said - its new variety of soft Purdue University. Todd posred winter wheat, experiment- sesses characteristics Oxen nine
ally known as Ky. 50-9929, has original parents. Finkner said.
The
vareay, a
breadless,
Officially been named "Todd."
Verne Finker, small grains white-chaffed type, was USDA
nurser -tested for three crop
specialist, said the variety was
WOO JIM Pero'
years, Finkner noted. In Kenso
named because Todd is a
eiohnhooll *pot,link Cooed hilmoot
tucky, over a four-year period.
name well known in KentucTodd averaged 1.3 bushels per
Important
Electricity
Farm
ky history, and is a short, easy
acre more than the variety,
name,
to
remember
and
use.
In most cases where farmers
Dual, and 2.4 bushels more
The Pennyrile Grain Improvethan than
Vermillion. In a
are using electric power, they ment
Association in Western
test
period. Todd
are not getting the most out Kentucky assisted in the work. five-year
averaged 5.9 bushel3 an acre
of correct and improved usage.
Outstanding characteristics of more than the variety, Knox,
We have been gpsing a heat the new
variety are high yield and 5.2 bushels an acre more
lamp for baby chicks for many
resistance
to
Hessian
Fly, than Vigo.
that
before
even
years and
loose-smut resistance, powdery
About 117 bushels of foundcold
in
used
stoves were
mildew resistance, and soil- ation seed were
released to
weather to give added heat to
borne mosaic resistance. The Kentucky certified growers in
the young birds. Now lets stop
variety likewise has "some re- the fall of 1958, Finkner said.
and reason a little and see how
sistance" to leaf and stem rust. Kentucky will maintain supwe can improve our profits for
Finkner said it has good win- pies of breeders' and foundathe coming. year with an ex- ter-hardiness,
is stiff-strewed tion seed.
electrically.
program
pansion
important is a mid-season wheat and
One of our most
medium in height
DELI INGER INDICTED
crbps to area farmers in the
The variety has susceptibility
coming year is the new pig
Loyd Dellinger, Union City
crop. A chilled pig that gets to septoria and to scab, has auto dealer, has been indicted
off to a slow start may become been lower that desired in test for "felonious assault with a
a runt and thus will cost you weight, and has softer kernel pistol with intent to commit
money. May I say this in re- characteristics and finer granu- murder". The charge grew out
gard to heat for the new born lation than the Vigo variety of the alleged shooting of Coble
pigs. They may be a little more under Kentucky conditions.
Garrett by Dellinger January
Todd resulted from a head 4. Garrett, shot in the head, is
resistant to cold than their
feathered farm lot friends, but selection made in 1948, from recovering.
on the other hand the loss of
two pigs in a litter would be
like losing 50 or 60 chicks out
of 300. If this were to happen
to the wife's flock I would say
something would start to operating right now. Many is the
time when Vs to Y3 of the
pig crop is lost due to chilling
or at least set back a few days
to a week. This can and should
be corrected. We farmers are
going to have to watch our cost
of production this year and
here is another,,, method to be
used to held set net profit in
a higher bracket.
Here is another thought for
the sheep producer. About 75%
of the lambs come in cold or
cool weather. Electric brooding
is the low cost way to cut
Poultry Industry
-77,0311111r
.!OW"
,
77
,
71•0!)
'Nf
early looses. If a lamb gets
Forms Stake Group
chilled the first few days, his
chancsiii are Aim that biwill
es,
Poultry
industry
members, be a profit maker for your
processors. hatcherymen, equip- farm operation. This early lifement manufacturers and deal- !teeing warmth not only speeds
ers. egg producers and sellers growth but cuts feed costs and
have handed into a state-wide makes a more profitable lamb.
organization.
Less feed is needed to keep
The new organization, found- the lambs warm so that extra
ed „last week at Letington at milk goes for growth and proa special meeting, will be fit. Now the electric power will
known as the Kentucky Poul- cost you a little too but the
try Federation. Purpose is to added early growth and vitaldraw poultry industry members ity puts a lamb on the market
Into a central organization
earlier. It goes without saying
that the early markets are best.
Go To Church Sunday
The best improvement around
the barn is proper lighting in
accidents
and outside Farm
(fearing Ad BattGriesi can
be reduced if farmers will
keep this in mind. It is not
complete Line
to walk into
Far all makes of bearing alit good management
a dark barn. A serious fall
Vt cur Hearing Aid Department at your first opportunity. could cost you many times the
amount of lighting installation.

and future consumers.
Liming is the first step in
a seal improvement progriuni
Liming
corrects soil acidity,
adds calcium and magnesium
to the soil, increases the efficiency of fertilizers and results in bigger and more nutritive crops.
Tests conducted at Cornell
University by two of its soil
specialist on a silt loam soil
which tested aph of 4 8, showed that best results were obtained and. the ph raised to
6.5 by adding two tons of "line
per acre before planing and
another two tons per aere after
plowing. This level has been
most satisfactory for growth
and production of legume crops
and hay. Teets showed that
When a limited amount of lime
was applied, -- such as I or
2 tons per acre — the best results were obtained by applying the lime after plowing and
then working the lime into the
top three or four inches of the
soil. It must be remembered,
however, that this method will
tend to cause roots to remain
close to the soil surface instead
of growing deeper into the soil,
thus the crops will be less
drouth resistant. The best results were obtained when soils
received all the minerals needed by the growing plants in
the proper balance.
The vast majority of farmers
in this area are not liming adequately as the figures on tonnage used as compared to
needs indicate. Some fields in
every farming community are
limed, but two
adequately
many have never had an apimportant
of this
plication
mineral product. Farmers can
increase efficiency and reduce
production coats by inaugurating an adequate liming program. County agents in every
county can and still will be
glad to help farmers start and
maintain such a program.
•,-

CITY DRUG CO.
mos Lake Street

Save $2 per ton
ON

OPEN FORMULA

CONSERVATION
NOTES
TREES
I think that I shall never see
A poem lovely as a tree.
A tree whose hungry mouth
is prest;
Against the sweet earth's flowing beaast;
A tree that looks at God all
day,
And lifts her leafy arms to
pray;
A tree that may in summer
wear
A nest of robbins in her hair;
Upon whose bosom snow has

SPEEDY
SERVIC

lain;
Who intimately lives with rain.
Poems are made by fools like
Ink
But only God can make a tree.
No doubt you are interested
in trees or you wouldn't have
read the above poem. If you
weren't interested, bet you are
now.
Trees are available at $7.011
per thousand. Checks or moues
orders should be made to Division of Forestry. Mail them
or bring them to your Soil
Conservation District office across from the Post Office in
Hickman. I almost forgot ti
tell you the kinds of tree avail.
able are White, and Loblollj
Pine and Black Locust. Assist.
since from ACP Program maj
be obtained for setting and
fencing tree areas.

APPLIANCE
REFRIGERATION
•

1r-)

and
Foe The Best In

SMALL APPLIANCE
REPAIR
—CALL 559—

SPECIALIZED
SERVICE
Commercial Ave.
(Next to News Office)
Li Hour Service

FREE! BE OUR GUEST

Dm
THURSDAY, JANUARY 31st---9:30 A. M.
at the FULTON THEATRE in FULTON
JOHN IDEFRI.

SIX
FULL - COLOR
MOVIES
No lesson comes easy
to

Tom Gordon, cantank-

erous and humorous John
Deere

Day favorite. Liv-

ing up to his established
reputation for
ness, and

stubborn-

contrariness, he

appears this year in the
latest of the Gordon fain-

Rev. Teague Speaks
To Cayci-FHA.

ly series, "Please

Pass

the Pasture.'

(By Clara MeNierry)
The Rev. Dawson Teague,
rector of the St. Paula Episcopal Church, Hickman. gave
an interesting and instructive
talk to the Cayce Chapter F.
H. A. Monday, January 14,
1957.
Mr. Teague traced the development of the United States
flag from the beginning to the
wrent design.

LONG
FACED

FERTILIZER
• ••

FOR CASH AND
DELIVERY BY...

February 2
dddid
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Good
neigihbor
of
every farmer the country over is Tom Gordon,
a film character who has
Deere
delighted John
Day audiences for many
years. This year Tom
scoffs and grumbles his
way to a happy ending
in the John Deere Day
picture "Please Pass the
Pasture."

The profit possibilities
from the practice of
green feeding are revealed in a pleasant and entertaining way in the film
"Pleas. Pass the Pasture," one of six films to
be shown farmers and
their families at the
forthcoming John Deere
Day show. The picture is
another in the popular
Gordon family series.

Try These OK
Call Office
Prices.

4111113.

almomeir aissmitO

=NS'

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Routh Full?

/01

Central

Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY

SUITS — —

— 85c

DRESSES — — — 85c
PANTS and SHIRTS
2 for 85c

OK LAUNDRY 6i
CLEANERS INC.

Admission By Ticket. If you haven't received
your free tickets, or if you need more, ask us
for them!

Burnette Tractor Co.
FOURTH STREET

— PHONE 130 —

PHONE 169

FULTON, KY.

1
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Diary of Doin's
By Mary Nelle Wright
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.

Seath, Hazel Clark, Margaret
Winsett, Lila Hastings, Anita
Allen, Mary Frances Roberts,
Helen
and
Latta
Adolphus

Sara Jane Rosser
Becomes Bride of
'tames R. Crutchfield

Of widespread interest in
Fulton and Hickman is the announcement made by Mr. and
Mrs. John Baker of Hickman
of the marriage of their oldest
daughter, Sybil Don Ellis, to
Hutchens, son
of
Kenneth
Beulah May and Leon Hutchens of South Fulton.
The wedding ceremony was
solemnized on Jan. 12 at the
East Baptist Church in Corinth,
Miss., with the pastor officiating.
Logan of
Miss Mary Nell
Hickman and Hugh Henry were
the couple's only attendants.
Mrs. Hutchens is continuing
her studies at Hickman High
School. Mr. Hutchens was graduated in 1952 from South
Fulton High School and served
three years in the Navy.

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Rosser
of Calhoun Falls, S. C., announce the marriage of their
daughter, Sara Jane, to James
Richard Crutchfiled, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Herschel Crutchfield
of Fulton.
The ceremony took place in
Abbeville, S. C., on Monday,
January 7.
The maid of honor was Miss
Betty Jo Rosser, sister of the
bride. The best man was Jennings Horton.
For her wedding the bride
wore a blue suit with black
accessories.
Mrs. Crutchfiled
Mr. and
will make their home in CharMr.
leston, S. C.,
where
Crutchfield is stationed in the
Air Force.

(ASE OF HAPPY VS HALF Of STATE IS
DUE TAX REFUND!
COURT CLOSELY
FOLLOWED HERE
Fultonians continue to follow with interest the current
Governor
between
dispute
Chandler and the Court of Appeals over appointment of a
....
court clerk.

Most taxpayers who find
that they are due refunds on
Federal income taxes withheld
in the preceding year will
make every effort to prepare
and file returns as soon as the
filing season starts, in hopes of
an early check from Uncle

Stift to reimburse the exress
tax payments.
Between 40 and 50 percent
of Kentucky taxpayers fall in
this category annually, according to District Director Gray of
the Louisville Office of the Internal Revenue Service. Refunds last year to this sizeable group of taxpayers totaled
$33,744,034.00 in 1959, and this
year's figures should be about
the same.

The Court itself appoirded
Miss Doris Owens, former de'Twas
such
—
fun
say
—
people
but
—
heard
I have
puty clerk and a sister of Al
"Never wait more than TEN there's NO place like HOME."
T. Owens of Fulton, while the
school
years to go back to your
Governor ignored the Court
for a reunion." Because half of • We lunched with our Fulton
and appointed his own choice.
the people YOU remember — lass, Kay Cherry in Lexington
The Court of Appeals warn.won't remember YOU and half on Sunday, but didn't have an
ed Governor Chandler and his
YOU
remember
see
to
opportunity
Beverly
Hill.
who
of these
executive department Wednesremember." So it was with much happiness
won't
YOU
—
that the judges intend to
day
to
7--and pride that we learned
Maybe that's not so clear
keep Miss . Doris Owens as
you — but that's the gist of (Monday) that Bev was a featheir clerk and see that she
it, anyway. Well, anyway, WE tured singer in the first act of
reeeives her rightful salary.
disregardansel
and
"H
Humperdinck's
I
and
husband
(my
last
DISILLUSweek
Gretel",
presented
of
chances
ed all
JAYCEES ELECT
ION — donned our SUNDAY by the University of Kentucky
A Jaycee Club was formed
TULL — HANCOCK
clothes, put our best foot for- Opera Workshop.
Bev "belongs" to Exie and
in Martin last week, with the
wad — and went back to
Miss Bonnie Lou Tull, daughfollowing officers:
University of Ky. at Lexington William Hill in Fulton and is ter of Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Tull
— and attended his fraternity a sophomore in the UK College of Clinton and Morris Whayne
Russell Finney, president; Dr.
reunion. And — it was just of Arts and Sciences and a Hancock, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ted Clements,
vice-president;
a
Formation
of
new
company
WONDERFUL — all of the member of Chi Omega sorority, Sol Hancock of Fulton were to handle real estate in the and Tom Copeland. secretarygals had "touches" of gray and the Choristers.
united in an impressive mar- Fulton area is announced to- treasurer. Named to the lkoard
hair, not many of the meq had • Some of the loveliest music riage ceremony in the candle- day by Atkins, Holman and of Directors were: Dr. James
"wavy locks" as in days gone ever written appears in this lighted sanctuary of the As- Fields Insurance agency.
Wilson, G. H. McDowell, Jr.,
by. In fact, MANY of them had opera — and HOW we'd have sembly of God Church in ClinDessel T. Wright and Herbert
The company, known as the
LOVED hearing our Beverly ton, on Wednesday, January 9,
NO locks — to speak of.
Fulton Real Estate Company, Milarn.
But — everyone still had the sing — "When at nieht I go at 5 p. m.
•
will have offices in the Atkins
same good ole spirit. It was to sleep — fourteea angels
A white arch entwined with insurance office on Main Street,
so nice to meet many of the watch do keep :—" (If memory greenery and white carnations,
wives of the "brothers". And serves me — those are some and wrought iron candelabra and will engage in the buying and selling of city and
WHAT a "grand old gang" of the words from the little -holding fourteen lighted tapers
farm property for prospects.
they are, too. We were so hap- prayer in the opera).
formed the background for the
dear
very
our
with
py to be
double ring ceremony, which
Shirley
Billy- and
friends,
was read by the Rev. Truman John Deere Day
Here and There:
Carr who now live in LouisDavis, minister of the church.
Mrs. C. F. Jackson is enjoyville. There is never a dull
Preceding and during the Coming Jan. 31
moment when that little Mis- ing the sunny Florida clime. ceremony a program of nuptial
sissippi chile is around. And She left last week for Boca music was presented by Mrs.
The annual "John Deere Day"
•
what a fine time We had with Raton for an extended sisit. Billy Joe Travis. She played sponsored by Burnette Tractor
J.
also
The
Wiggins
are
C.
ento
go Fine All-Wool Coats From Top Makers Spebelongs
Sara Goodman (she
Love", "Always", "I Company of Fulton will be
"True
Brother Charlie) of Glasgow, joying a fair climate. They are Love You Truly," and "If held next Thursday, January
ll, cially Purchased at Terrific Sacrifice Due to
Mission,
Texas
Ky. Sara is a person whom you visiting_ _in
Could Tell You." The tradition- 31 at the Fulton Theatre, Nay• Warm Winter. We Pass Them On to You. Save
like immediately. She's gay, where they will stay or a al wedding marches were used. lor Burnette stated today.
witty and just plain fun. And couple of months. Mr. and Mrs.
The bride, given in marriage
The
program,
featuring
six
• Over 50%!
Sib Grinstead (she belongs to John Frazier Lewis of Mem- by her father, wore a bouffant movies, will get underway at
Rev
with
and
phis
Mrs.
visited
Glasfrom
comes
Chris) also
street length gown of white 9•30 a. m., Mr. Burnette stated.
•
A PROUD CHILD
gow and we IMMEDIATELY J. W. Lewis in Fulton last Chantilly lace over taffeta. It The top attraction of the proVALUES TO $50
VALUES TO $35
voted her as the MOST stun- week.
scoop
a
•
with
was fashioned
gram, a full-length, full-color
IS A HAPPY CHILD
ning of ALL.
bodice,
neckline arid empire
picture erntitIed "Heavens to
as
The Bob Juengels had
And how glad we were to
fastened with tiny lace but- Betsy", is a lifelike story of
Playing a Wurlitzer
be included in the party given their guests the past weekend tons. The long fitted sleeves a modern farm family.
the
and
Charlie
Juengels
the
Bowman
Speed
by Hank and
Piano develops
formed petal points over the
Tickets for "John Deere Day"
and J. T. Denton at the lovely Ed Juengels of St. Louis, Mo
hind. On her head she were a v
may
be
of accomplishment. .
obtained
at
the
Buris the
Bowman home. Hank
lace covered coronet trimmed nette
Tractor Company
Mr. and Mrs. George E.
on
"brother" in Lexington who ala
carried
with rhinestones. She
Fourth Street. The public is inways plays host to those of Dunn of Columbus, Ohio, are white Bible, topped with a
*TIMM'S MUSIC DEPT. •
us from down in Western Ky. guests of Mr. and, Mrs. Bobby single white orchid, showered
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
Mathews
is
who
wife
his
Union City, Tenn.
love
we
And
•••• SALE PRICES ARE CASH! •.111
with streamers of white satin
Go To Church Sunday
Paul Roper in Fulton. They
so charming.
ribbon.
few
for,
a
her.,
visiting
are
It was a very GAY weekend
Miss .Be,rjha Ann Turner,
conginuing their
and we came away front Lex- days before
of hailer, wore a frock of
maid
Florida where they
ington with a real feering of trip on to
and carried a Colonifaille,
red
vacacamaraderie in our hearts. 'Tis will stay for an extended
al bouquet of peppermint carGOOD to turn back the pages tion.
nations.
Mrs. Lynn Alexander has rethe
— ever so often. And we are
Gilbert Bizzle served
her
visit
with
a
turned
from
happy to give a brief report
groom as best man.
AlexMrs.
Florida.
in
about all of these lovely people husband
For her daughter's wedding
return to Florida
as they have visited in Fulton ander will
Tull wore a two piece
Mrs.
as living quarters are
and have several friends here. as soon
of blush pink brocaded
dress
available.
faille, and a small white silk
We talked with Matt DeBoor
Betty Jane Purvis was hon- hat.
Mrs. Hancock wore a dress
via telephone and learned that ored with a "going away"
faille.
hii Jane is quite the busy little party Thursday evening when of black and grey striped
days. And several of her friends enter- Her hat was made of white
these
housewife
end Mrs.
bless her, she is really having tained for her at the Derby wool. Both Mrs. Tull
made
all of the "trials and tribula- Cafe. Betty Jane, her husband. Hancock wore a corsage
tions" that come with being a Don, and children, Paul David of white carnations.
After a short wedding trip
CULINARY and Charles Edward moved to
the
novice in
ARTS. But, knowing Jane — Memphis last week to make the couple will stay with their
Hanshe'll come through with flying their home. Those who attend- parents for a while. Mrs.
studies
her
continue
will
cock
the
gets
she
once
colors —
ed the delightful affair were
"hang" of-all of this housekeeP- her co-workers at the South- at Central High School. The
engaged in
ing business. Irene and Bob ern Bell office and each ont groom has been
White, Jane's mother and dad presented Betty with a lovely farming.
The bride is the granddaughwere also in Lexington,. for the gift.
of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
ter
up onweekend. They went
Those attending were Bobbie
of Bethel Springs, Tenn.
Owen
Lexin
arrived
'Thursday and
Brown, Frances Cursey, Helen
and the
ington during a terrific snow. Campbell, Carolyn
Faulkner and Mrs. C. H. Tull
To keep pace with the growing business demands
.And it seems that Mr. Bob Marion Lee Ray, June McKin- late Mr. Tull of Rives, 'Penn.
got "snafued" with one-way ney, Frances McCollum, Joan Mr. Hancock is the grandson
traffic — and we can well Owensby, Mary Ann Williams, of Mrs. Lee Fite and the late
ATKINS HOLMAN AND FIELDS has organized are
imagine WHY — because Lex- Virginia Forrest, Dorris Win- Mr. Fite of Clinton, and Mr.
of
Hancock
Ernest
Mrs.
and
as
place
CHANGED
a
Gates,
ington is
Nelle
frey, Tommie
to traffic — since the 1930's. Mary Anderson, Anna Sizzle, Fulton.
All of the "Fulton delega- Helen Allen, Mary Ellen AshATTEND FUNERAL
tion" came home Sunday night. by, Joyce Fortner, Eula MulEunice
Yates,
Sylvia
And — as we ALWAYS say, ford,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Graham
attended the funeral oL her
aunt, Mrs. Harvey L. Gardner,
which was held in Martin FriThis new company is now open and ready to serve you.
day afternoon, January 18. Mrs.
mornGardner died Thursday
ing, January 17 in a Jackson,
Some have already listed their property with us for sale —
-/Tenn. hospital 1.t/here she had
For the many baskets of"Zowers, a- nd the many
been- a patient about a week.

•
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•
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NEW REAL ESTATE
COMPANY FORMED

FINAL

CLEARANCE
87 WINTER

COATS

prOs

Announcing....

The Opening of A New
Real Estate Company in Fulton
caibtz

•

FULTON REAL ESTATE COMPANY

OUR SINCERE THANKS

acts of kindness during our open house.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
We arc pleased to announce the following winners of our door Prizes:

— our wide range of contacts in the insurance field provides
THE STRATA CLUB

us with many fine and exclusive listings in

MARTIN, TENN.
PROUDLY PRESENTS

BOTH FARM AND TOWN PROPERTY

FIRST: Mrs. Sam Winston, 209, 3rd street.
-SECOND! Boyce Heithcott, 424 Maple.
THIRD: Mrs. Barney Yates, Cleveland Avenue.

See the Fulton Real Estate Company when you want to

FOURTH: Mrs. William Ward, Route S.

buy or sell.

FIFTH: Eva Williams, East State Line.
SIXTH: Mrs. D. C. Thacker, 310 Carr.
-s. Henry Bethel, Cleveland Ave.
SEVENTH: M,
CELEBRATED A

WOOD AND PRUITT
TELEVISION SERVICE
MAIN STREET

ORCHESTR A
FULTON

SATURDAY.NIGHT
January 26, 1957

Fulton RealEstate Company
208 Main Street

Phone 5

Fulton, Kentur!
i?si
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HOSPITAL NEWS A. M. EDWARDS,57
DIES IN MISSISSIPPI
AFTER LONG ILLNESS

The following wNe patients
in the local hospitals Wednesday morning.
Haws Memorial: W. D. Jef
1, Crutchfield:
tress, Route
Mrs. Hassell Williams, Fulton;
Mrs. G. L. Bennett, Route 2,
Kennie
Brewington,
Fulton;
Pope,
Fulton; Mrs. Elizabeth
Winfrey,
Fulton; Mrs. Dave
Fulton; Mrs. Archlie Hornsby,
Fulton; Charlie- Evans, Route
2. Martin; Jewell Greer, Fulton; Mrs. Roy Watts, Route 5,
Fulton; Will Earl McNeill, Fulton; Mrs. R. R. Moss, Route 4,
Fulton; Mrs. Jeppie Covington,
Route 2, Fulton.
Jones Hospital Mrs. J. A.
Colley, Fulton; Julius Tucker,
Fulton! Cary Lee Brooks, FulEdwin King and
ton; Mrs
baby. Fulton.
Felton Hospital: Mrs. Max
Roper, Route 4, Hickman; Mrs.
John Marshal Rose, Water ValEakes,
Raymond
Mrs.
ley;
Route 4, Hickman; Mr. Leighman Elliott, Crutchfield; Mrs.
R. V. Putman, Sr., Fulton; Mr.
!rad Bushart, Bethesda, Maryland; Mrs Floyd Earl Keith,
Wells,
Hickman: Mrs. Fred
Route 4. Fulton; Mr. Cecil Binford, Water Valley; Mrs. Clyde
P. Williams. Sr.. Fulton; Miss
Shirley Evans, Route I, Clinton; Mrs. J. H. Buff, Union
R. Nethery, Water
City; Mrs.
Valley; Sammy Morris. Fulton;
Fannie Caldwell, Hickman; Mr.
Dubin, Union City;
Charlie
Mr. Earnest Johnson. Lynn
Center, Ill : Mr. Luther Pickens,
Route 2. Water Valley, Mr.
George Hall, Fulton; Mrs. Horace Reams, Fulton, Eva Jo
Reams, Fulton; Mr. B. B.
Stephenson. Fulton; Mr. Dick
Miss
Montgomery, ClIrnbon:
Henry, Fulton; Mrs.
Willie
Mike Fry, Fulton; Mr. Alf
liornbeak. Fulton; Mrs. 011ie
Puckett. Route 1, Wingo
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Services To Be Held
For Clarence Bailey
Friday. January 25
Mr Clarence J. Bailey died
this morning. Jan. 23, about 7
o'clock at Jones Hospital after
several months illness.
He was born-. in Graves
November
County. Kentucky.
1865 the son of the late
Alewander and Nannie Allen
He was married to
Bailey
Miss Leslie Mason, December
18, 1910. To this union S sows
were horn one of whom died
is, infancy.
Mr Bailey united with the
Baptist Church early in his
life in which he remained an
an4 faithful membler

Mrs. Foster Edwards of Fulton returned home last week
after having attended the bedside and funeral of her son,
A. M. Edwards of Clarksdale,
Mississippi.
Services were held . at the
McInnis-Porter Funeral Chapel
Friday at 2 p. m. The Rev.
Garland Holloman and the Rev.
Eugene Russell, Methodist ministers of Clarksdale officiated.
Burial was in Oakridge Cemetery.
Mr. Edwards had been a
semi-invalid for two years and
blood
numerous
given
was
transfusions aftek being hospitalised in Clarksdale.
Born in Crutchfield, Ky., Mr.
Edwards was 57. He moved to
Clarksdale in 1922. He formerly held a position with the
Coca-Cola plant. He was a
member of the First Methodist
Church.
In 1920 he awns married to
Miss Linnie May Baker of
Clinton, Ky., who survives him.
He also leaves a daughter, Miss
Mary Helen Edwards and a
Robert Baker Edwards,
non,
both of Clarksdale; his mother,
Mrs. Foster Edwards of Fulton, Ky. and three brothers,
B. J. Edwards of Memphis.
Cornelius and Jack Edwards of
Fulton, Ky.; and a sister, Mrs.
Lucille Burton of Fulton.
throughout the years. He has
sunday
deacon,
as
served
school teacher and perhaps his
best service was rendered as a
member of the choir.
He held membership in the
Modern Woodmen of America
and was their local banker He
also held membership in the
Carpenters and Joiners Upion
of America.
Ile and his family have lived
in Fulton for the past 39 years
where he worked at his trade
as a carpenter of which he
was highly skilled.
Funeral services will be held
2 p. m. Friday, January 25,
conducted by his pastor. Rev.
John Laida. Burial will be in
Dublin Cemetery. Dublin, Kentucky, under direction of Hornbeak Funeral Home.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Leslie Bailey at Fulinn.
one son, Maurice Bailey of
Akron. Ohio and 11 •grandehiidren. He also leaves a brother,
Houston.
of
Bailey
Judson
Texas.
The body will remain at the
Hornbeak Funeral Home until
time for the services.

Big Double Feature
— PROGRAI —
Friday & Saturuday

lituNNING
'ITIRGErr
COWS by
blissoW dm, Pawl Arum

timBRIAN mobeHUNT
AN AWED WWI MUNI
AISO—Socks

Appeal (Consedy)—Bad Luck BlacIcks

NE.

Summing It Up
For This Week
STATE OFFICER
Dr. H. W. Connaughton of
South Fulton has been named
vice-president of the Tennessee
Veterinarian Medical Association at the group's convention
in Memphis this week. He is
President of the West Tennessee group.

ditch as Mr. Rucker swerved The Fulton News, Thursday, Jan. 24. 1957 Page 5
to avoid the accident. Mr.
Rucker was not injured but
'TAX ASSISTANCE
SWITCHING TO DIAL
his car was badly damaged, as
Three Illinois residents were were the other two.
payers seeking special
Tax
Construction of a new tideadmitted to the Fulton Hospiphone exchange building in assistance in filling out their
tal- Monday evening following
NOW OPEN
_Union City during 1957 will be 1956 tax returns are invited to
a collision between two vehiWood and Pruitt TV Service, followed by a new and ultra go to the post office building
cles in front of Dudley Meacoperated by Clyde Wood and modern dial system for the in Paducah any Monday or
ham's service station on U. S. Franklin
Pruitt has opened reFriday, where an agent of the
51, south.
tail sales and service in the town, scheduled to be in oper- U. S. Internal revenue service
A third car, driven by Lee building formerly occupied by ation by this time next year,
will be on hand to supply any
Rucker, overturned in a deep Franklin's Quality Shop.
the Company stated Allis week. requested help.

3 Cars Damaged In
Monday Collision

S
.

MERCHANTS ELECT
The Union City Retail Merchants Association has elected
Joseph C. DuBois president, W.
W. Sterling vice-president and
Wyman Mathis secretary-treasurer for the year 1957.

You Can Put Your Trust In "Super-Right" Meat
-;OUR GUARANTEE
OF QUALITV

PEAK PRODUCTION

CHICKENS
lb. 33:

American Metals in Union
car
of
City, manufacturers
seats, it currently operating
with a record work force of
490, representing a weekly payroll of $32,000.00. Current employment represents a 300%
increase over this time last
year.

Cut Up
Pan-Ready

VISITORS DEPART
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Hart
and children have returned to
Indianapolis after a visit with
Mrs. Hart's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Lawson Roper of Fulton.

SUPER RIGHT OVEN READY

tEl '0 LAMB LAMB CHOPS
59c
C

BIG RUMMAGE SALE
The Fulton County Homemakers Chorus will have a
rummage sale Saturday, January 26 or Lake Street in 'the
vacant store next to Noffels.
Lots of good bargains.
HOT TAMALE DAY!

SUPER RIGHT

RIB
(1b. 79c) LOIN

NOULDER

lb.35(

ROAST

lb.

Square Cut

I Thick Sliced Bacon
I Beef Sandwich Steaks

Super
Right

Its Hot Tamale Day today
(Thursday) and the ladies of
the Walnut Grove Church are
busy making those delicious
hot tamales . . . for a snack
You may order
or a meal
your hot tamales today by
calling 300 or 1649.

Bonne.
(Frozen)
Buttered

ROM' 1111110/13
A frame house belonging to
Paul Bushart on College Street
was destroyed by a fire of unknown origin last Thursday at
midnight. The house was occupied by the Janie Wade and
Robert Covington families.
It's A Boy'
Tech-Sgt. and Mrs. Freddie
Towles are the proud parents
of a son born in Little Rock,
Ark. The baby has been named
Joseph Conley.
It's A Girl
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin King
parents of a
are the proud
daughter, Donna Gail, burp at
6 p. m. Jan. 18 at Jones Hospital. The baby weighed six
pounds, two ounces.

2
3

Lb.
Pkg.

13-0z.
Pkgs.

990
89°

Lmm
FRESH FLORIDA

EVANGELISTIC TRIP
Rev Henry Russell, Pastor
of the First Methodist Church
of Fulton, will join 124 other
Methodist preachers in a special evangelistic crusade in Cuba
the first week in February. He
will leave Fulton Jan. 28th.

lb. 89C

Oranges
C

Y:
FRESH FLORIDA

m

ovEET

o

OR
GRAPEFRUIT

1
BLABG. 49

6 Lax490 Tmigerines
100 Apples
1-LB.

FRESH

Carrots

Potatoes .uRs.u NO.SCE)4

SKIN

210

SIZE

ALL PURPOSE

CELLO

CRISP

ZIPPER

0
MLE1341 59

POtatheS

DOZ. 390

BAG

U.S. NO. 1

50-LB.

WHITE

BAG

Apple Sauce 2

29

16-0Z.
CANS

Salad Dressing
Orange Juice
AIR SERVICE MAY
29° Borden Biscuits
Dill Pickles
BEGIN ME MONTH
Prune Plums
JANE PARKER WHITE
Scotties=1
BREAD
Luncheon Meal
4
/
11
35c
LOAVES
Dictionary
A•P
SWEET
OR NAT.

44-0Z.

'QT.
StJTANA

PKG.

SULTANA

ELIA KAZAN'S
TENNESSEE WILLIAMS'
runt:tut ton of

!Kildt!

S

•

ry

New assurances that regular
schedule air line service would
he inaugurated "shortly" at
the Tom Stewart airport, serving Fulton and Union City, was
given airport officials last Frilav by Southeast airlines.
The revised, current plan is
for east-bound flights leaving
on weekdays at 7-37 a. m. and
5:02 p. m. and west-bound (to
Memphis) flights weekdays at
10:08 a. m. and 7:23 p. m.
Southeast plans to include the
airport on a network of all
principal T.‘nne.,.-oe

"Monthly Pains" stoiped

LB.

— "WARNER OROS.

1...Her rote iIris eleckicIty I I.
Her poriteral ii.'ma'am!

k-Ali_t!iA.1.0Eles .,1%,1.4•CA,fl111,1„OLLBAIrEl.,1•ELI.WALLACH

thed. tool
PLUS —

11 Iwo a ipthidog AVM es
•Ifselseeostraetlims ih
akin ammo —perf.‘" paid

Latest Paramount News I I
•
•

CANS

RIGHT

CAN

BUTTER
69C

INDIVIDUALLY )
WRAPPED
QUARTERS

CTN.
1-LB.

929

0 Canned Corn Week
'
Case
GOLDEN (16-0Z.) CASE $239
CAN
WHOLE
SULTANA
0F24
10.3
KERNEL
Cream / 2-12 OZ. %CASE at, •20
Dahnonta Golden
I CANS 29e /OF 24 40J.J7
Style
A a P White
39
.
a-12 OZ. CASE t.2
GOLDEN
KERNEL CAMS Mb OF 24 4J

Corn

Corn
Niblets CornwHOLE
/
IONA WHITE
%
STYLI
Corn CREAM

16-03.
CAN 10c

)

Margarine
31°,
Vel

PT.

CTN.

JAR

DETERGENT

44

10c Coupon
On Next Purchaso)32'
In Each Pkg.

Surf
1.0
PKG.

DETERGENT
•14,2$ GIANT'So

aL,

PKG.

Mushrooms
23'
Ajax

Mayonnaise
a:.T
TT
44'
Fab
75, (

1-LB.

.

DETERGENT

Giant
15o Coupon
On Next Purchase Pk..
In Each Pkg.

Rinso Blue

CAN
"L

CLEANSER
1100ff)
41 21.S Oz.
)
as Cane osiP
Deal

DE I.:ENT
Jam

PKG

Palmolive
3

Soap
28c 2BBaatrhs 27c

Lifebuoy
Soap
TbUt 10c 2 BATHBAR 29c

Jon.
All Prices in this Ad effective thru. Sot.
WKS lies
AMINICAll POWWOW P000 MAIM

LG. •11111 GI) IT .1150
PKG.

CASE $2.39

•

KEYSTONE BUTTON

KRAFTS

KRAFT PARKAY

45°
25`
29°

)
R EG.
EA.

WEBSTERS

SUNNYFIELD

or amazingly relieved

Tablets with added iron See if —
taken through the month—it doesn't
give rune from those backaches, Jitters—help you feel better before and
during your pertodl
Or—if you suffer from functional
"hot flashes" of "change of life," find
oat how wonderful Pinkhan's is la-

29.0Z.

NEW AMERICAN IL 2.511

In 3 out of 4 cosss in doctors' testa

• Chances are you're
puttinglip — unnecessarily — with
the functionally
caused pains,
cramps and weak,
"no good" feelings of
menstruation!
For, in actual tests
by doctors, Lydia
Pinkham's Compound brought complete or strikinp
relief from such distress in 3 out of 4 of
the came!
Lydia rankham's is modern in its
action/
So get Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound—or new. improved

2

( WHITE ) PKG.
YELLOW
OF 400
PINK
12-0Z.
SUPER

OUR FINEST QUALITY

As—

35°

JAR

$
29

CAN

JAR

OA
KD
YR
LE
SIH

"THIS PICTURE RECOMMENDED FOR
ADULTS. NO ONE UNDER 16 YEARS
WILL BE PERMITTED IN THE
THEATRE" — ADULTS 65c

$159

A &P

SE-07..

Sunday — Monday & Tuesday

490

PLIOF

W1NESAP

BAG

110

2
4

I

VOLUME 17 FUNK & WAGNALLS ENCYCf OPEDIA NOW ON

26th

rood
5I AftM
PURCHASE
SALE ONLY 99c tVITHANY

The Ft
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Ruth Tucker Held

Parr's 'Angels'Are Basketball Demons

Friday, Jan. 18

SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAKING

(The following article ap- My players just roll over and at South Fulton as he did at
POSTPONED
peared in Monday's Commer- play dead when they see him Dixie and Hornbeak.
by Marie Holland
on the other team's bench."
"I'm an old fellow," he said
cial Appeal). The regularly scheduled
However, it's also quite like- "1 won't last that long.'
meeting of the Cayce P. T. A.
South Fulton, Tenn., Jan. 20.,
Home Demonstrator Kentucky Utilitios
But does anybody want to which was to be held Thurs—Is the C. D. Parr touch ly that opposing players want
magic? Does the simple fact Lo play dead when they con- bet that if he does he won't day, January 17, has been
your
the genial Onion County sider the array of talent Parr still be coaching girls basket- postponed until January 31 due
all
time
no
that
in
and
er
want
doesn't
What woman
flufof girls basketball is can put on the floor at South ball
and
to a change in the program_
genius
soft
dried
are
clothes
to eliminate her clothes line.
coaching a team make it the Fulton this year.
fy, ready to put away, or damp
Get rid of it forever?
iron, whichever
There's Janice Vincent, the
most dreaded sextet in this end
The time saving, work say- dry, ready to
state?
team's
leading scorer both this
the
of
choose.
you
dryer
.ng, automatic electric
Certainly history seems to season and last. Janice. a slendThe automatic clothes dryers
toes just that. It takes only a
indicata....that. For 13 years at er brownette, is the only unior,
few seconds to toss the clothes are a great help to the modern
Dixie Parr turned out the top so Parr will have something to
from the washer into the dry- housewife. They find it congirls teams in the area. Then build with, even though he
dry
wash
and
venient to
he moved to Hornbeak_ and loses his other forwards, ClarThe University of Kentucky
clothes at night after work, al- Services For
had another brilliant 13 years. lene Kendall and Nina Elliott, Foreign Operations Committee
so wash on rainy days and C. C. Cook Held
This season he took over at and all three guards, Peggy has under stud), i request from
save the sunny days for pleaSouth Fulton and the Red Peep!es, Doris Harris, and Bet- Indonesia and the Internationsure. The housewife is also con- Sunday, Jan. 20
Angels have been rated the ty Peeples. They're all big, al Co-Operation Administration
THEW* vienced that the automatic
1 team in West Tennessee healthy girls who live to ploy to provide edycational services
No.
for
the
to
C.
Clarence
Services
wear
less
give
dryers
AUTOMATIC
clothes than the winter winds. Cook, retired farmer of the since The Commercial Apptal's basketball.
to the University of Indonesia
who first ranking list.
Nine Reserves
. WASHER
Community,
in the field of agriculture.
A dryer saves ironing time too, Lynville
They Are Unbeaten
Graduate School Dean Herbecause the clothes are less died at 11 Friday morning, Jan.
Parr carries nine girls on his
JUST WHAT
South Fulton's girls are un- reserve team, so it's evident man K Spivey, committee cosa Pergai wrinkled. Many things can be 18, were held Sunday afteryear
BABY NEEDS
this
THE
games
18
res
in
folded and put away just as noon, Jan. 20, at 2 at the Lynn- beaten
he's looking forward to next chairman, said appropriate
Illevasa awes
victory string igcludes year. That's probably one rea- commendations will be trade
Rev.
The
the
and
drier.
Church.
Baptist
ville
the
from
come
they
41
.
..ew down Tisystent__,_
Can be found in our
Hanging wrinkles aren't dried Lois Kingston and the Rev. a 53-51 triumph over Hornbeak son why he always had a • great In the near future TO President
and Easy Terme
baby department. Baby
the
officiated. on Nov. 27 that was the Green team at Hornbeak and Dixie. Frank
G. Dickey and
Johnson
in. Clothes stay new looking Randall
G if t s and everyday
BENNETT
longer, and bright colors are Burial, under direction of Jack- Wavelets' first regular-season He is not one to run up the Board of Trustees. Final deride=
son Brothers Funeral Home. setback in over three years. score. He gets a comfortable cision rests with this governZ17 Main
neeessities.
protected from sun fading.
Heads shook sadly when the lead, then lets the reserves ing body. If the invitation is
Mothers with families can get wa..1 in Boydsville Cemetery. He
Wrapped Free
Gifts
result of that game circulated play a lot..It pays off when the accepted, UK officials will prowith fewer clothes. This was 71.
Save Space,Install• along
to
Who's
ceed to negotiate with ICA fo,Mr. Cook died at the home over West Tennessee.
WES TENN DEPT.
is a real savings when growmainteamers are graduated.
ing children outgrow things be- of his daughter, Mrs. Byron blame a lot of people if they
Juniors Glenda Coats, Diana • contract estimated at $1 milSTORE, Inc.
Wilkerson of Mayfield, Route began to think that Parr was Cunningham, and Betty Hughes lion. The contract would infore they're worn out.
persons
16
to
14
garfrom
unbeatable?
wool
volve
clean,
a
Even take
and sopohomore Shirley BrockFulton
Actually, his success in his well are his reserve forwards
He leaves his wife, Mrs.
ment from storage only to disis
Fulton
South
Sunday
at
Go To Church
cover it needs pressing? Try Vera Cook; two sons, Truman first year
and sophs Martha Weaks, Guya steam press in your dryer. Cook, of Lynnville and Free- unusual, even for Parr. No nelle Payne, Carolyn Neely,
•
one
Nancy
and
Preheat the dryer for five man Cook of Mayfield: three coach can build a team in
Maynard
Joan
his substitute
minutes on medium, place a daughters. Mrs. Ruth Wilson year. Parr is the first- to ad- Faulkner are
cylinder of Mayfield, Route 2, Mrs. mit that, the material was guards. Parr says all have dePut a will to wall
damp towel in the
serpst GI wants& an
GET THAT
the garment and allow Byron Wilkerson of Mayfield. waiting for him at South Ful- finite 'potentialities of becoming
with
your flows ... have
Reba Cook ton. "rd a lot rather be coach- fine players.
Miss
minutes.
and
2,
five
Route
tumble
to
them
la
host
*toady
oven.
-Starched clothes can be dried of Lynnville; three brothers, ing these girls than trying to
But Parr is sure of only one
r/farthest owner01
E
to install. tits
meat them." he says.
quickly in an automatic clothes Leonard Cook of Rockford.
thing. He won't spend 13' years
boom=
are
wall
the
Five of the starting six
dryer. Confine the dryer load Clay Cook of Puryear, Tenn.,
Own
to starched garments to avoid and Alie Cook of Lynnville; a seniors and the same five were
•Tess No Flear
transfer of the starch to other sister, Mrs. Effie Wheeler of starters last season when South
...NM Ens•
articles. Do not overdry. Re- Lynnville; and six grandchil- Fulton had a quite respectable
13-6 record for the regular seabEkied
move clothes ironer-dry for dren.
son. One of those losses was
•°raisin IMO
easy. ironing.
in the county tournament and
Thrsts. Tim Nun
With all these conveniences,
For
Held
Services
When Yost Stop at Hotel Claridge
Hornbeak and Woodland Mills
homemodern
wonder
no
Cal
it's
•Wm ism
twice
Angels
Red
the
beat
elecmakers dry their clothes
isms NNW'kw
Mother of Local
each.
trically. An electric clothes
You'll see what we mean the moment you
•Exclusive "IhstEverybody Newt It
17
dryJan.
Woman,
perfect
guarantees
dryer
'coalmine
South
knew
So everybody
enter the beautiful Claridge lobby. And, your
ing weather 365 days and nights
•Direction* Ones
Services for Mrs. Susie De- Fulton was going to be tough.
every year.
Available
completely refurnished and air conditioned
Myer Witt, who died Wednes- However, it's doubtful if even
•cos Saving "Rua
day afternoon, Jan. 16, at 12:30 the 'girls themselves thought
room even contains a complimentary TV sat!
Miss Henline Speaks
Mae Isonsc
were held Thursday afternoon. they'd ever be the No. 1 team
it's
Maybe
Walk
It
and
again.'
fans
Tos
Tennessee.
Whitnel
Austen
the
at
17,
2:30
at
Campine.
Jan.
•
in West
Next trip, be sure you get that "At Home
On Civil Defense
can't nor the matchless
funeral Hom(_. Chapel. The the way tine coach put it: "11
Safety (fetich
beauty of tide do Inas labs"
lo •
that
Hornbeak
Away From Home" feeling . . stay at
•EASY FHA TERMS
The Fulton Hickman Medical 'Rev. John Laida, pastor of the wasn't
wall pain&
Parr.
was
it
everybody,
assisted
Church,
Baptist
First
beating
Jan.
Wednesday.
met
Pay
to
Auxiliary
3 Years
Gorgeous solos:
Memphis' Most Modern Hotel.
Ready bo one, Easy
uary 16 at the Rose Room of by the Rev. J. T. Hart. pastor
Pay As Little As
Baptist
Fulton
to
South
Ons
the
apply.
of
gallon
Smith's Cafe for the regular
e Pm* •~MIIII MEW. • ChIldros owe, It nee
does tie average
Nothing
meeting. Speaker for the after- Church, officiated. Burial was
room
at
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noon was Miss Mary Henline in Palestine Cemetery. She was
Down
ABC ASOUT MPH*ON INHALANT, A
whose subject was Civil De- 90.
PLIASAMT AND PINSHWT INUIT WIN
Exchange Furniture Co.
home
the
at
Witt
died
Mrs.
fense.
Innat Tut MOST DISMISSING
MEMPHIS' MOST MODISH HOTEL
She introduced two pamphlets of her daughter, Mrs. Taylor
Church St
SYMPTOMS
Phone 35
•
which would be of interest to McKinney on Central Avenue CRY -DRUG CO., Fulton, Ky.
..1•11.1.1•1111.-the public and can be secured in South Fulton.
She was born Feb. 12, 1866
for about 10 cents each. These
•
are "Civil Defense Household in Fulton County, daughter of
First Aid Kit", and "Survival Solomon and Rena Poynter DeUnder an Atomic kttack."
'Myer. She was a member of
the First Baptist Church in
Phone 135
Walnut St.
Fulton.
Go Tc/- Church Sunday
Besides her daughter, she
leaves a granddaughter. Mrs.
James Butts of Dresden: and
several nieces and nephews.
Pallbearers were Gilbert DeEat
Lake
Street
_Toss From The
Myer, Rich Ferguson, Henry
All Favorite Brands Bethel, Robert Workman, HerCoca-Cola Plant
shel McKinney and John D
McKinney.
Services for Mrs. Ruth Tucker, who died Jan. 16 at Hopheld Friday
kinsville, were
afternoon, Jan. 18, at 2:30 at
the Mt. Zion Church. The Rev.
Barber Gull!, pastor, officiated.
of
direction
under
Burial,
Whitnel Funeral Home, was in
the church cemetery.
Hershel
were
Pallbearers
Hopkins, Hal Watson, Joe Sellars, Jack Underwood, Gardner
Whitlock and Paul Cook, Jr.
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Services Held For
Albert E. Payne
Services for Albert E. Payne.
who died suddenly of a heart
attack at his home five miles
east of Latham Saturday afternoon, Jan. 19, at 4, were
held Monday afternoon, Jan
21, at 2, at the New Hope Baptist Church. The Rev. J. R.
Hamlin officiated. Burial, under direction of Jackson Brothers Funeral Home, was in the
church cemetery. He was 72.
Mr.• Payne was a member of
the New Hope Baptist Church.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Sue
Payne: two sons, IL C. Payne
of Detroit and B. A. Payne of
DeBetue. Colo.; a daughter,
Mrs. Lilla Harris of Palmersville; a brother, Dilly Payne
of Pslmersville: nine grandchildren and six great-grandchildren.

PROMPT
Radio and TV Service.
We service both color
and black-and-white TV.
Ask you; neighbor about
Glair service. We can repair ANY radio or TV
like new—fast.

WADE TV SERVICE
206 Main St -

Fulton

Telephone 128
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the look on itsface
Wouldn't you say thatalost of the '57 can
look good from 50feel away, but what about
from 50 inches away?
What does a close-up of the grille tell you, for
example? Is it solidly made like the new
Chevrolet grille? Or, in comparison does it
look leas rich in design—feel less strong and
solid? Compare the quality and construction
of the bumpers and headlights, the fit of the
chrome trim.
Themore closely you look all around the car,
the more clearly you'll see that Chevrolet has
the edge in the way it's put together. You'll
find, for instance, that Chevrolet is the only

car in its field with a lacqurr finish . .. that
only Chevrolet Bel Al' models give you foam
rubber cushions in front and rear seats as
standard equipment. These are just a few of
the advantages of Body by Fisher. And
Chevrolet, you know, is the only low-priced
car that has a Fisher
Body.
We'll be glad to give
you a close-up, comparative look at this
new Chevy any time
you care to come in.
Th13 week. maybe?

/CHEI VROILIET

1 USA

display this fanseus trademark

MEM

TAYLOR CHEVROLET CO. INC.
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Chevrolet shows you some important differences in low-priced cars just by

Only franchised Chevrolet dealers
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110 Lake St.

Phone 38

Fulton. Ky.
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Jeyell Vier
We had quite a cold spell
lad week, but its warm and
rainy
now, such
changable
weather.causes a lot of sickness.
Mrs. Ruth Crittenden is gettuig along all right after a
lung siege of illness.
Mr. and Mrs Roy Emerson
visited in the Arthur T Hicks
home Monday night.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House
were guests of their daughter,

NOW IS THE TIME TO
LET US FILL YOUR
BIN

DS
our
Baby
ry(lay

'ree
TT.

COAL
Cold Weather
Is ARead!
Don't Run Low!
Immediate Delivery

•••••■1.

All Sizes On Hand.

11•••••••11.

CITY COAL CO
e•

TELEPHONE 51

Mrs. Earl Wray and Mr. Wray
Wednesday night.
Mrs. Pearl Carr had another
eye operation last week and is
feeling very well, she hopes to
be home soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Yates
visited their son and wife, Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Yates one day
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews
and Larry attended preaching
service at Dukedom Sunday.
Mrs. Addle Casey, who has
been ill several weeks is not
any beter. She is gradually
getting weaker.
Miss Constance Jones has returned to her home near Dukedom
after ipending
several
days with Mrs. Ivy Pounds in
Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carr
and Randal of Lone Oak visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Emerson Sunday. Other
relatives were Mr. and Mrs. A.
T. Hicks and children.
Mr and Mrs. Tommie Moore
called on Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Cathey late Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Vincent
and family and Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Herndon and Belinda wese
Saturday night supper guests
in the Hicks home.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Jan. 24: Mrs. D. J. Stokes,
Mrs. Leslie Nugent, Betty Gregory, Betty Sue Bondurant,
Patsy Fall, Grover Brown; Jan.
25: Pat McKenzie, Mary Jo
Westpheling; Jan. 27: Dorothy
Lewis FoOtch; Jan. 28: Katherine
Lowe, Kallie. French,
Mrs. Allie Mack; Jan. 29: Frederica Gibson, Paul Argo; Jan.
30: Louis Weaks, Mary Ellen
Mischke, Mrs. Joe Browder.
FRI. — SAT.

ORPHEUM
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DiNA ANDREWS XIAN FONTAINE

Cartoon — (hie

Quack kikul

Sunday — Monday — Tuesday — Wednesday

LALYSON • JACK _LEMMO
in the funniest movie in
maybe twenty years!
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Added entertainment — Candid Michrophone

& Color

Cartoon — Leave Us Chase It

Ancient Art Still To s Modern Science

Kra. Jo Westphelmg
Jo's Notebook
The News
Fulton, Kentucky

TRADE-IN
AiLIA)WANCE
othor typos
avoitoblo to At
all autotoob ilos

STARTS

George Terry,
mahager of
the OK Laundry in Fulton, was
elected President of the South
Fulton Booster Club last
Thursday. Howard Arnold was
vice-president R. D.
elected
Matthews Secretary and Ira
Cloys treasurer.

The best battery for any car
with reserve capacity and
extra insulation to•ithstand
the extra electrical demands
of modern high-powered cars
and their many electrical accessories.
•Decsble Isisislatsd
•Special Plastic Separators
$2 DOWN
$2 WEEKLY

Charlie Scales Stores
- FULTON, KY.
216 CHURCH STREET
PHONE 389

JOIN THE SAFE DRIVER LEAGUE

13.F.Goodrich

esAs6.3cam

Starts Thursday, Jan. 24
9 A. M.

the first and get a maximum
selection of sizes!

Be

C
1000 PAIRS OF SHOES MUST GO

Famous John C. Roberts Shoes for
Men. Values to $13.95 going at$4.97 to $8.97

Grace Walker famous shoes for women.
CAYCE NEWS

$30,000 CITY- BUDGET
A budget of $30,000 for the
calendar year 1957 as proposed by Mayor Marvin Cunningham, was approved and adopted by the Clinton city council
at its regular monthly meeting
at the city hall Monday night,
January 7.
Five milligrams of stilbestrol
fed daily to steers wintering
on roughage primarily, was no
particular help in gains, the
USDA reports.
•••

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Jackson
have moved from Cayce to an
apartment in Fulton, Kentucky.
Mrs
Sallie Dyer of near
Cayce is very sick in the Obion
County Hospital in Union City,
Tenn.
Mr. Johnnie Stayton goes to
the Fulton Polio Auction every
day in Fulton.
Mr. Charlie Burrow
will
help Mr. Johnnie Stayton in
the polio auction at the Cayce
Auditorium
Thursday
night.
There will also be a ball game
for the benefit of polio.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Harrison
of St. Louis, Mo. spent the
week with relatives here.
Tommy Stayton is sick in the
hospital. We hope he gets home
soon and will soon be well.
The Cayce Community etcpresses their sympathy to Mrs.
Birdie Copeland in the loss of
her son, Rob Copeland, who
passed away at his home in
Paducah, Kentucky. Burial was
in Rush Creek Cemetery. Mrs.
Copeland is the sister of Mrs.
Rob Johnson and was born and
raised in the Rush Creek Community. She is visiting now in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Rob
Johnson.
Miss Mary Simpson, R. B.
Scearce and Charles Burns who
are attending Murray College
will spend next week with their
parents duing the Mid Semester vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Gadberry
and Freddie spent Sunday with
relatives in Selmer, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pruett
of St. Louis, Mo. spent the
week end with Mrs. Ella Holly
and Mr. Sam Burns and Mrs.
Bettie Pruett in McAlister Rest
Home.

Values to $10.95

USED CARS

$6.97

RED GOOSE famous shoes for children.
Values to $6.95 going for $3.97 to $4.97

Cowboy boots for children; Goodyear welt,
sizes 8'2-3. Values to $5.95 .. $3.97

A
boots; Goodyear welt; sizes
8'/2 to 3. Values to $5.95, now .. $3.97
Majorette

Short Lots of Daniel Green house shoes
Values to $6.00
now $3.97

C

THE CHEVROLET MAN
NEEDS

going for $3.97 to

A

DAN

and save during this once-a-year
clearance of fine footwear. All stock
on display for easy selection.

Shop

Go by Taylor Chevrolet Company and see how
easy it is to trade your present car for a new

CHEVROLET
And Dan saw; that they need old model cars
as well as late models.
SEE

DAN THE CHEVROLET MAN
—AT—

TAYLOR CHEVROLET (0.
B.EGoodri
ch
.

ENSMICCOM

Go To Church Sunday

• NEW HOPE NEWS Farmers Urged To
Mrs. me.' Walston • Report Wheat Now
S. E Holly, Office Manager
We extend our sympathy to for Fulton County ASC, stated
the family of Mrs. Clois Col- that the county office had forlier who passed away sudden- warded all farmers, who do
ly January 8. The Colliers liv- not have a 1957 Wheat Acreed in our community for some- age Allotment, 'a letter enclostime before moving to Tenn.
ing a card requesting that they
Mrs Grace Williams visited immediately report any acreMr. and Mrs. Leo Gore Sun- age seeded to wheat in the
day afternoon.
fall of 1956, to the county
Mrs. Wilma Inman spent office.
He urged every farmer to
Wednesday with her parents.
give this immediate attention
Mr. and Mrs_ Carl Phillips.
Mr. and Mrs Edward Latta if they had seeded any wheat
visited Mr. and Mrs. Leroy acreage, as a Marketing card
will be required before the
Latta Saturday night. wheat is marketed, and it is
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Austin
necessary that the Wheat acreand
daughter
Ann
Marie, age be checked by a farm reCayce. Kentucky visited her porter
before a Marketing card
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
can be issued. It is anticipated
Kimbro Sunday night.
that farm reporters will begin
January 25 is our Polio Auc- this
work during the month of
tion day. Please send your do- February.
Any farm failing to
nation to Mrs. Marie Kimbro report a
wheat acreage will
or Walston's Store.
have a delay in receiving his
wheat Marketing Card.
1:EILEY ELECTED

SURE
WHILE YOU PAY ...
Your Old Battery May Bo Th. Down Payment

MARTIN, TENN,
315 LINDELL
PHONE 404

I feel that I should write
you instead of Paul, because of
the personal contact your
"Notebook" has given us during our stay in India.
Counting backwards on my
fingers I find that my to
year term in India will expire
this month, January 1957. Time
flies doesn't it? My plans are
not yet final either for home
„vacation
or for
subsequent
plans, but at this time it looks
like another overseas assignment. My work here is just
now really getting under way,
and I feel pow that Ike and
Nehru have gotten together for
a little friendly chat, I should
not disappoint either of them
by quitting (actually there are
more than 100 Americans here
so I wouldn't be missed).
Tentatively my plans are
serve 30 days temporary duty
in the Phillippines (February)
and possibly wait until May
(until school is out) to take
home leave of 6 weeks. We
have Ruth's folks in East Kentucky and my folks in Hopkins County to visit, but of
course we mean to come by
Fulton also for a day or so.
Hope to make a trip out to
Yelowstone National Park
sandwiched in sortiewhere.
Give "our best" to all the
"best" in Fulton (which includes pretty nearly everybody
on both sides of the State Line
and surrounding rural areas).
Sincerely,
John J. Wilkey
APO Box N
San Francisco, Calif.
Jan. 14, j957

riars, like pei
relea. jewels, Is an ancient and highly
develIra
l
art. In the Imperial Palace at Tokyo, Japan. BIM are
priceless examples of this art, thousands ad years old.
But besides being • nue art,
lacquerware has more ordinary, tures fine lacquerware. Japan's
practical uses. It Is acid, stain climate lends Itself to the pecuand alcohol-resistant and can liar needs of lacquerware.
Pine wood is most commonly
stand a temperature as high as
150 degrees fahrenheit. Modern used as the base. One of the most
compliaited
of arts,lacquerware
Selene. has yet to come up with
anything that equals GA* com- requires forty different steps for
bined usefulness and artistry at the completion of gold lacquerthis $,000-year-old craft or the ware and as many as one hunclean beauty of its high-gloss dred and fifty layers of lacquer
finish. And now comes the news to provide a perfect piece. And
that lacquer masters ire expert- because fine specimens must
wonting with new methods and still be made by hand in this
materials and coming up with electronics age, it is becoming
new designs for modern Ameri- scarcer. The most expensive and
elaborate lacquer work may recan homes.
Most people are acquainted quire hundreds of coats and
with attractive cigarette boxes several years of tedious work.
and trays or charming pieces When dried, the surface is polof furniture. Not so many know ished with pulverised burnt
the elaborate boxes for Jewels hartehorn in a dust-proof room.
or highly ornamental decoraUve The coats of lacquer are carved
screens. Many American ser- through in a design which show
vicemen who brought home up in relief the delicate shadings
beautiful specimens from Japan of colors.
Today, as 500 years ago.
now cherish them as their most
prised possessions With them Japanese craftsmen still turn
grew a taste and demand for out fine lacquerwar& which may
more and now leading stores cost anything from $3 for a
everywhere import • variety of chatming ash tray to $300 or
int creating lacquerware.
:..ac is the sap of the tree more for an elaborate jewel
Rhus Vernicifera, and similar chest. Since output is limited.
trees which grow in the Orient. buyers regard their purchases as
principally J•pan, the only treasures, to bs cherished in the
-einintrv which today malluteo- 'WM way as precious heirlooms.

51 Plate GLASSTEX
00 BATTERY
...
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UTTERS TO EDITORS

Lake Street — Phone 38
"Watch for the opening of our new quarters on
Fourth Street.

FRY'S
SHOE STORE
Lake Street
Fulton
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CLASSED ADS
•LL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 2011 Main..

•••".••

NOTICE: Just got in a nice
also
poster bedroom suite;
some book-case head board
bedroom suites. 9x12 -Gold
Seal rugs at $9.95; nice patterns in roll rugs at Wade's
Used Furniture Store. Trade
with Wade and Save. Wade's
Used, 112 Main Street, phone
478.

(Continued from Page One)
found. The disease is contracted from the bite of a mosquito
Infected with the virus.
The mossuitu most frequently found infected with the
virus is technically known as
Culex quinquifasciatus. Unlike
mosquitoes which are
some
long-distance fliers, it ordinarily lives, breeds and feeds in
the same locale. It lays its eggs
of permanent
Walter
on the
pools. These eggs hatch in the
water into the, very small larvaea or "wrigglers." The lartubes
breathing
have
vae
which they keep above the
water in order to get air. For
this reason, covering the surface of the %tater with oil will
kill all the mosquito larvae in
the pool.
The mosquito becomes infected with, the virds of encephalitis when it feeds upon
an infectsd animal. Tests for
antibodier for the disease in
wild and domestic fowl suggest
that they may e a reservior
for the disease_ from which
the mosquito-es become infested.
Fultonians can help prevent
the spread of encephalitis by
—
the
carriers
eliminating
pools of
mosquitoes. Small
drained.
be
should
water
Where this would be impractical, they should be sprayed
with oil. Windows and doors
Should be screened tightly and
insect repellents used when
out of doors. Recent outbreaks
of St. Louis encephalitis around Fulton have been thorby the
investigated
oughly
State and County Health Departments.

Truck
FARMERS, truckers:
trailer beds made to order.
side.
Grain, stake, swing
freezGossum Welding Shop, Ful- CLOSEOUT: 1956 model
ers; 20-foot size $279.95; 15ton, Ky.; phone 691.
foot size $249.95. Western
POE RENT: Floor sanding maAuto, Lake Street, Fulton.
polishfloor
chine and electric
er and electric vacuum clean- MAY1AG WASHERS, standard
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
and automatic models. OEM
Phone 35, Church Street
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
—
Chicks
Healthier
"HELM'S
now
order
Heavier Layers —
FINE ENGRAVING of all types
save — 37 years flock imis available at the Fulton
contest
provement. Official
News office. See our samCertified
records 300 eggs.
ples; we are exclusive agents
Leghorns — proven pure_
for the finest engraving combreds — Crosses offering
pany in the midwest The
helpful
Hybrid Vigor. Free
Fulton News, 209 CommerciLiterature. Helm's, Paducah."
al Avenue.
FARM LOANS: Long term,
DRILLED for industry
Low interest rates on real WELLS
Modern equiphomes.
and
estate. Charles Cannan Phone
ment, experienced workmen.
61, Fulton.
Write or call Watson Co.,
Phone 261, Fulton, Ky.
end
SPECIAL of the week
tables, table :amps, 26x42
FARM REAL ESTATE LOANS:
cotton rugs, utility cabinet,
To provide working capital,
you
tables; anything
odd
term.
long
interest,
low
need, at bargain prices at
Stephenson, Phone
Charlie
store. Trade
Wade's Used
61, Fulton.
with Wade and Save. Wade's
Used, 112 Main Street; phone EUDY SHOE Repair offers you
478.
prompt, accurate service it
moderate cost. 204 Church
(interior
paint.
base
RUBBER
Street, Fulton.
use). Was $5.19 gallon, special at $4.98, with roller and
covers by Arthur
tray free with each purchase. PLASTIC seat
Fulmer, were $24.95; now
All popular colors. Western
$19.95 installed. Western
Auto, Lake Street, Fulton.
Auto, Lake Street, Fulton.
HOME furnishings: extra-nice
Office
dinette suites, gas stove, elec- FOR THE BEST Deal On
Furnique buy Shaw-Walker.
tric stove; all look good as
See James 0. Butts at The
new. Easy weekly or monthCo.,
Caldwell
Harvey
Used
Wade's
at
terms
ly
Outfitters,
Office
DRIVE-IN
with
Trade
furniture store.
Phone 674. We trade for your
Wade and Save Wade's Used,
old equipment.
112 Main Street, phone 478.
NOW is the time to get your TIRES: first-line rayon, 40%
off list price with purchase
Typewriter and Adding Macof at least two. Western Auto
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
Store, Lake Street, Fulton.
Peeples, Service Maeiager of
The Harvey Caldwell ComLY located only
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Out- CONVENIENT
a half-block off Lake Street
fitters, Phone 674.
In the heart of downtown
Fulton, the Fulton News is
GARDEN tractor with reverse
ready, willing and able to
and variable forward speed,
motor; Was $259.95, - do your printing. 209 Com3-hp
Avenue, telephone
mercial
closeout at $229.95. Garden
was
motor,
470: "The Printing number."
tiller, 2-hp
$134.95, closeout at $121.50.
stamp
rubber
A
Western Auto, Lake Street, NEED
service available at
Prompt
Fulton.
the Fulton News office.
CHEVROLET owners use genbest
for
parts
In Loving Memory
Chevrolet
uine
performance, service, satisfac- if Margaret Louise Bennett
tion. Available in Fulton on- Cranford, who passed away 10
ly at Taylor Chevrolet Com- years ago January 21, 1947.
pany, "Your Authorized
Somewhere back of the sunChevrolet Dealer in Fulton".
set.
Lake Street, phone 38.
Where loveliness never dies.
She lives in a land of Glory
DAY OR NIGHT wrecker ser- Mid the blue and gold of the
the
during
38
phone
vice;
skies
daytime and 1917 or 1701-R
And we who have known
at night. Taylor Chevrolet
and loved her,
Company, Fulton.
Whose passing has brought sad
POSTED and No-hunting signs; tears
Will cherish her memory alfor-rent signs, made to your
ways
Prompt serspecifications.
vice, economical prices. The To brighten the passing years.
Mother,
Fulton News, 209 CommerMrs. Fred Bennett and family.
cial Avenue.

GUARANTEED TO OUT PERFORM
ALL OTHER SETS

Ca,

1•
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FULTON HIGH
HONOR ROLL
IS ANNOUNCED

WHY PAY MORE?

sale

each week at
Fulton Newsstand
Smith's Cafe
Evans Drug Store

Wick Smith Agency
456 Lake Street
—Phones 62 or 160-W—

The Coffee Shop
Rushton's Cafe
The News Office

FARM LOANS
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Maytag Produces 1,9-Millionth Washer,

The third six-weeks honor
roll at Fulton High School was
announced today by J. M.
Martin, principal. The honor
roll follows:
Students Makfrig all A's:
Wanda Sons. senior; Bud
White. Junior: P3la Doyle, Junior; Charley Huddleston, Sophomore; Roland Carter; Freshman; Jean,, Burnette. Freshman.
SENIORS
Boys:
Al
George Burnette, and
Bushart.
Girls:
Jean Barnum, Patsy Davis,
Rebecca Edwards, Patsy Fleming, Mary Charles Herring, El
Wanda Lawson, and Norma
Owens.
JINIOFtS
Boys.
Edwin Matheny, and Ken
Winston.
Girls:
- Blackstone.
Marion
Anne
Fall, Patsy Grooms, Gloria Hinton, Susan
Sue
McDaniel,
Moore, Virginia
Page, and
Diane Wright.
SOPHOMORE
Boys:
Glynn Ray Bradley, Richard
Britton, Freddie Harper, Phillip Jeffress, and Donald Ray
Girls:
Mary Ann Bennett, Susan
Bushart, Ruth Butts, Sydney
Covington,
Calliham, Joanne
Jeannie Davis. -Brenda Jones.and Carolyn Mann.
FRESHMEN
Boys:
Wayne Anderson, John Cun"OP PRICES PAID for country ningham, Tommy Fields, RonCafe.
eggs. Smith's
nie McKinney, James Reed,
and Wallace Shankle.
rouncAL
Girls:
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Martha Herring.
The NEWS is authorized to
announce the candidacies of the
following for office, subject to
EXTRA COPIES
the Democratic primary May
28, 1957:
of
FOR COUNTY JUDGE
Homer Roberts

SURE INSURANCE
AT
LOW COST

-*AA
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May Primaries—

I First District with all prospective candidates to be "screen(Continued from Page One)
ad" as to their acceptance for
a
ri•ei ntly
not
cunrsoi tors
servey the i State Administration plans for
Beverly Hill. Fulton. was a Kentucky Lake to
political scene in the
coming
featured singer in the first act
of Huntperdinck's "Hansel and
.
4
Gretel". presented last week by
the University of Kentucky
Opera Workshop.
MINS Hill is a daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W H. Hill. and
As a graduate of the Fulton
High School. A sophomore ir
129 PASCHALL STREET
the UK College of Art.; am
FULTON KLy
PHONE 61
Sciences, she is a member o
Omega
and
sorority,
Chi
the
the Choristers.

Beverly Hill A
Featured Singer

jBURROW, CANNON & BURROW
\

Listen to WFUL for latest news!
-Easy Payments

ATKINS. HOLMAN
AND FIELDS
—insurance108 Mats St.

Phone

Regradless of Disitance
Bring your repair jobs to

1957

171/771 Tv •
•

FULL SIZE DELUXE CONSOLE

New
LOW
Price

249"
EASY
TERMS

Ms ss mai Mahogany Color Console.

21' overall diagonal picture tube. 262 sq.
in. rectangular Picture.

UM EXTRA hems Num EXTRA Winnow ad birfused

ROPER PI SERVICE
306 Main St.

Fulton

Phone 307

WEBB'S
Welding, Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,
owner and operator.
GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell 'Street
next to Pierre-Cequin
Lumber Co.
Phone 3415

Li
chair.
Coffee

1 Where else but Wade's
could we find such a
bargain!
—

"New Tablet Relieves
Painful Monthly Cramps
—Brought Me Greater
Relief Than Aspirin!"
"Couldn't sleep, was all
Os' edge," adds Mrs. H.
Y., Russell, Ky. "But•
new Pinkham'• Tablets
gave me soothing relief
.,
ghdA pii
the very first day!"
of
torture
suffer
For millions who
cramps and nervous tension every
month,an amazing new tablet has
been developed that brings greater
relief than aspirin!
1.4.1 I. wo .14
For 3 out of 4 women tested by
doctors, pains and cramps were
stopped or strikingly relieved. This
new discovery offers more relief
than aspirin because It contains
not Just 1 or 2 ingredients but a
unique combination of medicines
that act on the cause of distress.
Called "Lydia Plnkham's Tablets," they're at all drugstoreil
without prescription. Try Pinkham's Tablets! See lf you *mil
escape much irritability. discomfort—both before and during your
period! (Also liquid Lydia
Vegetable Compound)
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lamp

RE
DROOM:
double
Cr,
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bookcase bed,
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boa
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• KITCHEN: electric
refrigerator,
5-p
chronic
dinette.

stove.
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Any Room Can Be Purchased Separately !!!
5" FULL SIZE FOAM
RUBBER MATTRESS
AND BOX SPRING

9 a 12
LINOLEUM
RUGS

$69.95

$4.95

LAMP
SHADES

$2.00
Fiberglas

WADE FURNITURE CO.
LAKE STREET

PHONE 103
• "Trade with Wade and Sat•e"

FULTON, KY.

